
To enrich our learning we will:
• Travel to the Isle of Wight for a 

residential.

• Visit a Victorian museum to explore 

different artefacts.

• Visit a Science workshop at Abingdon 

School.  

As mathematicians we will:
be developing mathematical confidence 

to use and apply concepts such as:  

• Arithmetic and mental maths

• Place Value

• Four operations

• Statistics

• Perimeter and Area

As historians and geographers we will:
Talk and explore in depth about the 

Victorians. We will cover:

• Queen Victoria and her family.

• The Industrial Revolution.

• The lives of Victorian children.

• The British Empire.

• Victorian housing.

• Victorian inventions.

As readers and writers we will: 
Read and respond to qustions

based on Cogheart
We will write in a range of styles 

including:

• Descriptive writing

• Letters

• Newspaper reports

• Instruction writing

• Information reports.

• Poetry

As British citizens we will:
• Look at celebrations and festivals from 

different religions including the 

Christmas story.

• Consider how to maintain positive 

relationships, in line with our school 

values.

As artists and musicians we 
will:
• Practising our artistic skills 

using different materials.

• Creating line drawing using 

sketching pencils.

• Look at the work of William 

Morris and create work in his 

style.

• Look at different instruments 

that make up an orchestra.

• Play rhythm games.

• Listen to classical music from 

the Victorian era.

As athletes we will :
Develop our fitness skills:

• Cross Country

• Circuits and fitness

As scientists and engineers we will:
• Look at a range of different materials 

and consider their purpose and 

effectiveness.

• Investigate non-Newtonian 

substances.

• Learn about different methods of 

separation; including evaporation, 

decanting, sieving and filtering.

• Look at what happens when different 

substances are mixed together; do 

they dissolve?

Year 5 Term 1: The Victorians


